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Introduction

Why A Special Handbook for Social Justice Activists?
Maybe you are like me,
and feel called to radical
lawyering.1 Maybe you
are like me, and also love
playing dinosaurs with
four year olds, welcoming the
sunrise after a salsa marathon,
sowing the season’s first tomatoes,
and birthing puppet menageries
that become the soldiers of an artinspired revolution. Maybe you are
thinking about studying law because
you want to dismantle the school-toprison pipeline, or see legal reform as a
strategy to push for immigration
reform, or have a hunch that the police
in your neighborhood would behave
better if they faced more citizens’
suits. Maybe you don’t want to ever
be a—gulp—full time attorney, but
think law school will equip you with some crucial new tools
to do your current work better. Maybe you have had
contact with radical lawyers who inspired you to join our
ranks, or maybe you are tired of enduring bruises after
bumping into lawyers who don’t embody what you think is
the true spirit of radical lawyering.
Maybe law school is for you and maybe it’s not.
There are over 190 law schools approved by the American
Bar Association (ABA) today, and over a million attorneys
in the United States.2 Just as each school provides a unique
educational landscape, each of you are called to serve
justice in a different way—whether doing legal work or
something equally worthwhile. Will a legal education bring
you closer to what you love about being part of a social
justice movement? How will you integrate law school into
the rest of your life? What does it mean to be a radical
lawyer today, and how will you use your education to
challenge patriarchy, racism, militarism, and elite power?
This handbook includes excerpts from interviews and
surveys I did with about thirty current and recentlygraduated law students in the spring of 2009. You’ll notice
that while each of us has different ways of thinking about
activism and law school, there is quite a bit we agree on.
We hope you find something in this book that resonates
with you.
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If you are a prospective law student, it can be helpful to
understand how law school attempts to socialize students
into defenders of elite power. I start my analysis of that
process in Chapter One with a personal vignette about the
experiences and curiosities that lead me to law school and
my struggle to “dismantle the master’s house” while the
master’s tools were hammering into me. In Chapter Two, I
examine the classroom curriculum that serves as a
backdrop of the law school socialization process. Next, I
offer a Freirian critique of the evolution of the Socratic
method into what I term “the pedagogy of the oppressor.”
I posit that artificial law school stressors are woven into
classroom pedagogy to convert students’ unearned
privileges into a badge of hard work and sacrifice—a badge
that they can later use to legitimize their wealth and power.
Later, I highlight the particular challenges law school poses
for students of color, older students, women, and GLBT
students. I use commentary from current law school
students to explore the consequences of fear-based Socratic
learning as well as strategies to survive and flourish in the
oppressor’s classroom. There are two sub-articles nestled in
the Handbook: first, Alison McCrary takes up the issue of
spiritual poverty in law school and second, Kate Kelly
shares resources about how to finance a legal education.
The Handbook concludes with action proposals for justiceoriented law school students, centered around four baseline
commitments: 1) building a social justice community at
your law school, 2) exposing yourself to critical approaches
to legal studies, 3) finding peace with grades and the degree
to which you engage in the legal establishment, and 4)
accelerating, not pulling away from, your participation in
community organizing during law school.
You might notice that we who braid law with organizing
and justice do not have a unifying name for ourselves. We
think of what we do as public interest lawyering,
redemptive lawyering, radical lawyering, social justice
lawyering, community lawyering, participatory organizing
and mindfulness lawyering. Chose the words that work for
you; this handbook is written for people who are already
committed to peoples’ struggles and already engaged in
building a world where justice and love have a bit more
space to flourish. We hope this handbook is useful in
persuading some of you not to go to law school, and in
encouraging others of you to dive into the madness.
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The Letter I Wish I Had Read Before My First
Year in Law School
My initial plan was militant: I would approach law school
as a three-year long direct action. Get in and get out. I
would be a true infiltrator, quiet and covert. Recent law
school graduate Tim Phillips had a similar idea: “When I
started undergraduate school, I only wore shirts that had
political messages on them. When I started law school, I
only wore apolitical shirts.
I felt as though I was
undercover.”3
My thirty minute bike ride to school became a devoted
ritual in resistance and self-protection. I shielded myself
with white light and “zipped up” the things about me I had
vowed to never reveal to “the enemy.” I believed that no
one was like me, convinced myself not expect or aspire to
make friendships in law school, and thought that the best
strategy to keep walking the path of justice was to keep
most of my walks as far away from law school as possible.

its essence, conscientizacao (the original Portuguese word
usually translated as ‘critical consciousness’ or
‘consciousness raising’) is a radical blueprint for education
as well as organizing; for me, it was a way of life. I often
lived in community with the people I worked and
organized with, and took for granted the way my life was
enriched by the committed activists that surrounded me. I
internalized many principles of Popular Education9 —
especially a sense of reverence for the multiplicity of
liberating stories that lie dormant, waiting for the right
space to be told and learned from. I took for granted the
diversity of voices who wove their way into my average day,
and had a hard time with what seemed—at first—to be a
culturally hegemonic legal landscape.

Turns out, that feeling of isolation is pretty normal (in true
lawyer fashion, some students even sued their law school
when it didn’t work out, claiming they were misled into
believing that they could succeed.)4 John F. Kennedy
student Clayton Perry explains, “When I first got to law
school I felt super lost and was kind of dismayed and pissed
off later when I found out that the kids who had lawconnections coming into law school generally did
significantly better than those who didn’t. I think a lot of
first year law students feel lost, especially at the start.”5
In my case, a ‘me versus the world’ approach didn’t work
out so well. I found myself thinking about the potential for
organizing at universities, and curious to explore what the
legal profession would look like if legal education embodied
a justice-oriented pedagogy. And, yes, I yearned for peer
camaraderie. As one student reflected in the 1980s, “‘Legal
education’ is neither sufficiently legal nor sufficiently
educational.”6 I needed people to study with or, at the
least, someone to call to borrow notes when I missed class.
Most of all, I needed help understanding the deficiencies of
legal education. I wanted to know “what they were doing
to me” and why. I began to wonder if it would be three
years before I would feel like myself again.
Would
surviving law school mean shelving my ‘critical
consciousness’?7
The thought broke my heart. Before law school, I spent ten
years working to build critical consciousness, a phrase
popularized by Pablo Freire in his work to promote
liberation-oriented models for teaching and learning.8 At
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!

I came into law school, then, with a well-formulated
political consciousness shaped by my participation in the
environmental justice movement in the U.S. South, my
work as a solidarity organizer in Latin America challenging
military and economic imperialism, and a robust network
of puppetistas, street performers and Popular Educators
around the world. I had done some legal-ish work before,
though always on the organizing side of things. I had
never read a full case. I had never let words like “plaintiff ”
and “defendant” escape from my tongue with ease. I
reinforced a line between lawyers and “the rest of us.” I
made sure to stand on the side of “the rest of us.”
I spend a lot of time sanding down that line now, though I
still don’t know that I want to be a lawyer. Maybe you do—
2
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if so, keeping that vision close can be helpful in low
moments. Brenna Bell, an environmental attorney in
Portland, Oregon, explains:
Coming into law school rooted in the direct action environmental
community and having a specific focus on public interest
environmental law provided me the inspiration, support and focus
that I needed to excel in law school. Rather than feeling buffeted
about by all the competing interests at school, I had a clear path
to help guide my class and extra-curricular decisions. It also
gave me a strong community outside of law school that helped me
keep my perspective about what really matters in the world and
not get swept up by the elite training camp that law schools try to
be.
In sum, I didn't go to law school to become a lawyer; I went to
become an activist with better tools. Knowing this, I could take
what I needed from the experience without getting
wrapped up in the baggage that being a lawyer
carries with it.10
If you know you want to enter a definable
niche, like a public defender, post-conviction
attorney, or human rights litigator, it can be
easier to embrace your legal education as a
necessary training than if you come into it
knowing only that you think it will
somehow be useful. But don’t despair if you don’t
know what you want to do with a law degree. I
didn’t when I came in, and still don’t have a
definitive plan now.
In many ways I
actually see over-professionalization and
ove r- s p e c i a l i z at i o n a s d a n g e ro u s
counterforces to the communitarian,
place-based and relationship-based values
that are critical to a world with justice. It is
common to be asked why you’re in law
school and what kind of law you expect to
practice. Rarely will you be asked how you
see law fitting into broader movements, or
how you plan on integrating your legal skills
into the bigger package of what you offer the
world. Part of the challenge is a function of
the disconnect between law school and reallife lawyering, as Christopher Matthews
explained in a 1989 article:
If house painters were required to graduate from art school, they
would need both further training and adjustment of their
expectations of what and how they would paint. Law school
often is even less relevant to practice than a studio art course is to
house-painting. It is more akin to requiring house painters to
study art history-never picking up a brush. In this world, house
painting students and law students alike must learn everything
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!

after school. Consequently, such schools fail to meet the larger
objective of training their students for the demands of their
careers.11
Many of the most influential community lawyers—and
certainly my favorites—do work no one has done before.12
They do not come out of the law school factory branded
with a skill set that will provide identity, fulfillment and
stable employment. Instead, they piece together work as
scholars-lawyers-activists-organizers that is hyperparticularized to the places they live, the issues that most
touch their spirit, the pace of work that works best for them
at the moment, and a relationship with legal work that
nourishes their family and community commitments.
Randolph Jonakait illuminates the importance of setting,
even for corporate lawyers:
Solo practitioners and small firms by and large, do not have
corporate clients, and large firms by and large, do not have
personal clients. As a result, lawyers do not really select the
kinds of clients they represent. At most, they can choose the
setting in which they will practice, and that setting determines
what kind of client the attorneys will have.13
By contrast, social justice lawyers have the freedom to
chose not only the setting in which they practice
(generally, either a solo practice or a small to medium
sized firm or non-profit) but also the clients and
community they serve.
In the words of community organizer Lisa Duran, “One
of the problems with scholar/activists is that they’re
just not useful because they are not sufficiently
rooted in the community so that they don’t
have a sense of where their time should be
spent. Being clear on how the effort being
put forward is short-term, long-term, or
medium term and its connection to the
larger goal is not just an idea – it’s rooted
in struggle.”14
Implicit in Duran’s
reflection is a recognition that accountable
and mutually-supportive relationships with
community deserve at least as much
attention as one’s desire to answer the
question ‘what kind of lawyer will I be?’ I try
to keep my fretting about the future wrapped around
questions of how I see myself fitting into to different social
movements as a whole person, not just as a lawyer.
When people who know me from organizing ask (and not
always gently) why I came to law school, I often say that I
came to study the creation of elite power. I began to
identify that curiosity during a series of interviews I did
3
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with about twenty radical attorneys and legal workers as
part of my discernment to study law (I can’t recommend
enough investing in these kinds of conversations before
making your decision—it is unreal how many people fall
into law school because they ‘can’t think of something

Maribel's confidence and denigrated a spirit of selfsufficiency our group had been building for months. Once
the big-shot lawyer arrived the answer became clear: we
were naive to think we could deal with our problem
ourselves. What we really needed were the right experts to
come in and protect us. Where was our patron?15
At the time, I didn’t know how to describe what had gone
wrong, or why, but I knew that legal training would help me
be a part of creating a different approach to lawyering than
what that immigration attorney offered. So, yes, I came to
law school to make some sense of the bruises I endured
bumping into systems of elite power in my work as a
Popular Educator and community organizer. I also see law
as one of a multiplicity of strategies to work for social
change. The harder questions to answer about law probe
into the “tricky line between engagement in legal reform
and condemnation of its ability to co-opt struggle.”16 As
Audre Lorde cautioned, there are inherent dangers of
using the master’s tools to dismantle the master’s house.17
During my first year of law school, I realized that the
master’s tools were hammering into me—and so hard, I
barely had a moment to think about dismantling the
master’s house.
I take that up in the next section,
unpacking the pedagogy of the oppressor.

better to do’).
In part, I was pushed into law by a series of interactions
with know-it-all lawyers who, for whatever reason, found
themselves in a social movement instead of a boardroom.
We have all run into an attorney who made us think,
‘Hmm, I can do better than that.’ For example, during my
work organizing rural cannery workers in Oregon, we
invited an immigration attorney to participate in an all-day
training as, well, a participant. We wanted her to be a part
of the community-wide plan we were developing to assert
our collective dignity as we prepared for a possible
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raid. She
flew in, two hours late, in the middle of a session being
facilitated by a new leader I had been working with, an
indigenous Quiche woman named Maribel. The attorney
bolted for center stage, turned first to the Maribel, then to
me, and said—I kid you not—"now we can start." The
saddest thing was that we needed her so bad we tolerated
her arrogance. No one else in the region understood the
intricacies of a worksite know-your-rights program in the
current, and frighteningly unpredictable, landscape. I was
crushed. In one moment the attorney dealt a cruel blow to
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Transcending the Pedagogy of the Oppressor

Understanding the Pedagogy of the Oppressor
There are many ways to teach, and many ways
to learn. Legal education is pedagogically
sophisticated in that the curriculum, teaching
methodolog y and educational impact
accomplish the goals of the education. Those
goals largely further the interests of the
dominant class. Here, I contrast Pablo
Freire’s work (developing, among other
things, a blueprint for liberation-oriented
teaching laid out in his 1968 book, Pedagogy
of the Oppressed) with legal education’s
reliance on what I term the “Pedagogy
of the Oppressor.”
In 2006, before starting law school, I
co-authored an article on Popular
Education in Palestine.18 We opened the
article questioning, “Can you think of a
moment as a teacher when you did not go home feeling
that you had learned something – something intimate and
revealing about your life and work – from your
students?"And as a student receiving instruction, was there
ever a period when you did not feel that you also
contributed a teaching?”19
At the time I wrote the article, I had spent a decade
immersed as a student and a teacher in Popular Education
settings. I still firmly believe we are all both teachers and
students, all the time, from the most visionary leader to the
greenest novice.
However, I never imagined how
microscopic my contributions would be to my law school
professors and classmates, nor how profoundly the learning
environment would stifle my passion.

themselves as more liberal than those same students at the
end of their legal education.20 Studies have found that
students display divergent moral reasoning patterns before
starting
law school, but no significant difference by
the end of the first year. One study by
Aurey Schwartz found evidence of a
“changed world view” over the course of the
first year.21
I couldn't comprehend how someone
who wanted to practice social
justice law could, three years later,
feel obligated to resign to a different
path—either because they had successfully
been reprogrammed, or because they felt that
their condition of indebtedness left them no
other option but to “get a real job.” Yet it’s
true that many public interest-oriented
students will go on to bow to a senior partner, caress a
hierarchy of racist law, put on a dress shirt pressed by hired
help, and bury their convictions deep inside a suit they
dream of shedding after a twelve hour day. The bicycles
get exchanged for car payments, the rent checks for a
mortgage, and pretty soon folks find themselves drowning
in a full-blown “fake it til’ ya make it” lifestyle. An
American Bar Association Working Group on Loan

How do you anticipate law school will change you? What
changes do you welcome, and what do you need to guard
against? I felt like the major risk I faced was defection from
the whole enterprise of legal education (i.e., dropping out),
not that I would defect from my identity as a social
movement warrior. I still find it insulting when others in
the movement caution me against pursuing law, worried
they will lose me to a political or, more likely, cultural
defection. I have always been low flight risk, and you
probably think you low flight risk too. But now, I better
understand their concern.
As early as 1967, studies began documenting a strange
phenomenon: entering law students tended to describe
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!
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Repayment confirmed these patterns in a 2003 study,
finding that “[d]espite their deep commitment to ensure
access to justice for all citizens,” many new attorneys find
that the increasing cost of a legal education “forces them to
forego any form of public service.”22

Most of us who come from organizing backgrounds have
experience learning in circles, not lecture rooms; we do not
privilege academic intellectualism over other kinds of
expertise—in fact we intuit that our openness to appreciate
other forms of ‘knowing’ and other life experiences
critically informs our human experience. Surviving and
thriving in law school requires an understanding of how
legal educational pedagogy evolved and a grasp on the way
classroom methodology trains students to defect to the
status quo. So how exactly does law school do what it
does?

The Privilege of Law School Stress

The changes often begin with the way students spend their
time. Yes, law school takes time, but there are dangers to
replacing everything you love with schoolwork. After my
first three months of school, I wrote in an unpublished
letter, ‘The one way I know I am different is that I am so in
my head. Other times in life, I have been so in my body.
Or neither in my body or my mind. I miss that. Like from
my time at Green Gulch Zen farm, where I spent my time
feeling the air hit my nose and watching my abdomen rise
and fall. Now I just think, but I don’t even think about
anything particularly useful to me or the world.’ Tim
Phillips observed, “During law school I began to grind my
teeth at night.
My vision deteriorated.
And, most
tragically, I played far less music than before law school.”23
Third year student Clayton Perry had a similar experience:
Being a law student can be lonely existence. What one thinks
and feels, and what others think and feel, generally is not relevant
to what the law is and learning what the law is. A lot of law
students fit a pretty tight mold, so if that’s not your thing I would
suggest giving a slight edge to law schools that are located near
people that you already know and like. Also, I’d put a little more
effort than normal into keeping in contact with old friends.24
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Who doesn’t like to feel a little special? Law school will
offer you a worldview where you can feel special without
confronting your privilege. During orientation, your dean,
probably an older, white man, will begin a courtship ritual
that dates back to 1870. He will dangle the three truffles of
power, wealth, and prestige before an eager and largely
unpoliticized group of young people. The formula, refined
over the years, goes something like this: “Welcome to
[blank]. We’re so happy you’re here [we love your tuition
checks].
You represent the smartest and savviest of
America today. [From here on out, there is only one kind
of smart. The electrician who just rewired your house is
not as smart as you, nor are the farmers who grew your
food during the last drought. Ten years of work history?
Three years as a parent? Irrelevant. You are smart
because you got good grades fifteen years ago during
undergrad and—oh yes—your LSAT score was good
enough for us]. We will push you beyond what you thought
you were capable of, but it will be worth it. [We will
immerse you in a militaristic pedagogy designed to
demoralize you and sever the connection between your
mind and your heart. If you do what we say, you will get to
join our club. We have a nice club. Real nice. Trust us,
you’ll like it.] Here, you will learn to be the leaders of the
next generation.”
The resulting narrative lacks one crucial element. Why do
you deserve to be in this nice club? And that’s where your
peers fill in the blank: you deserve the tripartite truffle
package because it is a just compensation for the hardships
you will endure during your education. Artificial stressors
are woven into the pedagogy of legal education, reinforced
by students, and effectively convert an unearned privilege
into something you think you deserve because ‘you have
worked so hard.’
You are learning to dance in the
academic industrial complex. And soon you can’t help but
wonder, does he dance better than me? If I don’t start
dancing with the right people, will I lose the chance to work
6
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for the top dance school this summer? The best dancers
land the best dates, the best jobs, and the best lives. Learn
the steps—quick!
Don’t ignore the floor when you trip and fall. Look at the
dirt and remember your connection to the Earth. If your
feet feel funny dancing their dance, make up your own.
Keep asking yourself, why did I come to law school?
In the early 1980’s Steven C. Halpern aptly diagnosed the
landscape. “The first year of legal education is as much
political indoctrination and ideology as it is anything
else . . . fear, intimidation, and psychological manipulation
of a law student's sense of self is an integral part of the first
year of legal education.”25 The origins of a hellish first
year date back to the days when law school admissions were
open and “the front loading was designed as a positive
feature—to assist in the screening process.”26 The legacy of
that model manifests today in what some commentators
refer to as “a trauma.”27
“Law school seems to communicate to students that it is
how you do, rather than who you are, that really
matters . . . Students who bring this approach with them to
the practice of law are obvious candidates for high stress,
low self-esteem, and burnout.”28 Around forty percent of
law students experience depression or other symptoms as a
result of their education.29
A substantial number of
students feel less intelligent when they graduate than when
they started school.30 A leading doctor who studies the
psychological health of law students stated, “I have never
seen more manifest anxieties in a group of persons under
‘normal’ circumstances than is visible in first year law
students.”31
Arguing for reforms, Deborah Rhode
expands:
[T]he highly competitive atmosphere of law schools, coupled with
the lack of feedback and personal support structures, leaves many
students with personal difficulties that set the stage for problems
in their future practice. Although the psychological profile of
entering law-school students matches that of the public generally,
an estimated 20 to 40 percent of those who graduate leave with
some psychological dysfunction including depression, substance
abuse, and various stress-related disorders. Such problems are not
inherent byproducts of a demanding professional education;
medical students do not experience similar difficulties.32
Law school pressure can be debilitating, as American
University student Kate Kelly explains:
The anxiety surrounding attending law school!affected my entire
first year. I had heard so many horror stories about how hard,
torturous and generally awful law school was going to be.
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!

Everything I got from the media like watching the Paper Chase,
and reading 1L confirmed the reports I!heard from those who had
been to law school: it was going to be Hell. In retrospect I think
it's very similar to the misinformation that many women get
about childbirth from mothers and the media. All you hear is
about how painful it is and the sheer agony of the entire
thing.!Many women go into birth terrified, never hearing that it
can actually be a very empowering experience or any real
information about the natural process. They are so scared;
they!feel they have very little control.
During 1L year I was generally terrified, and lost a lot of sleep
and energy busy with that useless anxiety. I almost had a nervous
breakdown after my first final exam, and nearly dropped out of
school. The build-up and the hype really got to me. I was
convinced I had failed, and that it was the end of the world.
Turns out, I got a B+. The real agony was the needless pressure
I put on myself. I wish someone had
just told me at the beginning, "sure
law school is hard, but it's not that
bad and you can get through it."33

Developing a positive relationship with your lawyer-self
during law school is likely to increase the chances you’ll
escape the dreary fate of most practicing attorneys. One
study found “lawyers are unhappy with the culture of the
profession, the structure of their work places, and the
performance of the justice system.”34 Lawyers have about
three times the rate of depression and almost twice the rate
of substance abuse as the average American.35 Most would
choose another career if they had the decision to make
again, and 75% would caution their children against
becoming lawyers.36
My second week in law school I witnessed a woman melt
down over a missing highlighter. She had opted for the
color-coding method to mark up her casebooks but
tragically found herself without a pink highlighter. “Pink is
for facts,” she wailed, fumbling for the lost good. “Now I
can’t read the case, and my class is in two hours, and I’m
going to be unprepared and . . .”
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colleagues helped shift my perspective about the bar and
law school.”37
Losing perspective in law school is perhaps the most
powerful part of the socialization process. I certainly was
unprepared for the abundance of senseless chatter and the
debilitating, self-induced stress that defines most law
students’ identities. Many students, like Tim Phillips, set
out to be intentional. “I had read that law school would
rob me of all but a few pastimes, so I made a list of my
hobbies and selected the three that I wanted to survive
school. Even the ones I selected—writing letters, keeping a
journal, and playing music—barely survived.”38
Loyola New Orleans law student Alison McCrary suggests
students make a ‘mental health medicine kit’ to help
maintain perspective:

I sat in silence and relived the stressors that had consumed
me pre-law school: will a Colombian paramilitary kidnap
one of my friends today? Will a Palestinian lose their home
to an Israeli tank? Will one of my New Orleans neighbors
lose their life in a post-Katrina territory battle? In my ‘old
life’ as a human rights worker and organizer, these were the
kinds of questions ‘everyone’ was asking. In my ‘new life’
as a law student, it seemed like my peers exhibited higher
stress levels than people facing displacement,
disappearances, and death.
Far from poking fun at the woman with the missing
highlighter, I think we can learn a lot from her experience.
While not all of us will cry over a highlighter, few of us
make it through law school without—at least occasionally
—overvaluing the trivial demands of student life. Davida
Finger, Director of the Community Justice Clinic in New
Orleans, remembers being in Cambodia shortly after
graduating from law school and taking the bar. As her bar
result release date drew near, she shared her anxiety about
the results with her Cambodian colleagues at the legal
services organization where she was working.
They
empathized with the pressure and her worry about possibly
having failed. They explained to her that they had all
graduated from law school but could not meet one
requirement for admission to the Cambodian bar, which
demanded free service to the government for a year. “They
also asked me if I could take the bar again if I failed the
bar,” Finger remembers. “Those conversations with my
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Write a list of 25 things that you do that make you happy.
Make ten copies and place them inside the medicine cabinet in
your bathroom, on the refrigerator, in your day planner, in your
wallet, on your dresser mirror, in your journal, and any other
place you can refer to when it hits you that you may on the road to
becoming down or depressed.39
Whatever strategy works for you, nothing beats a dose of
reality to contextualize the pressures of law school.
Focusing on the privilege of student life has been a
powerful re-centering tool for me, but also the most
isolating part of my radicality to try and share with others.
Students who buy into the stress and pressure share a
perverse bonding ritual; opting out of the hoopla can be
isolating in its own way. The paralyzing rhythm of the
Socratic classroom plays a central role in setting the stage—
a topic I take up in the next section.

Fear Based Learning in the “Socratic”
Classroom
"I know that I am intelligent, because I know that I know
nothing."
—Socrates
After my first semester of law school, I was terrified to sit
down for a December meal with my Greek-American
family with nothing but ire for Socrates. My law school,
like almost every law school in the country, taught primarily
through the Socratic Method, a dialogue-based approach
to education where one facilitating teacher poses neverending questions to her students. The method had left me
somewhere between terrified and turned off, and I became
curious what Socrates would have to say about his legacy.
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Furthermore, why and when did the Socratic Method
become cemented in legal education, and what about it
furthers the objectives of the legal establishment?
Socrates, unlike every law professor teaching at an ABAaccredited institution today, did not publish his thoughts;
most of what we know about him and his teaching is
documented in the work of his students. We can state with
certainty that Socrates did not sit in a computerized
classroom drilling his students about the mundane facts of
a property case from eighteenth century common law. He
philosophized about stimulating and often intangible
concepts, like justice, piety, and
wisdom, integrating ideas,
contemporary politics, and
connection to the divine with a
fluidity rarely seen in a law school
classroom.
The legacy of his work on
legal education today is
largely elenchus, a concept
whereby the teacher
elucidates to the student
that she does not
understand what she
thought she understood.
[Socrates] was accustomed to say
that he did not himself know anything,
and that the only way in which he was
wiser than other men was that he was
conscious of his own ignorance, while they were not. The essence
of the Socratic method is to convince the interlocutor that whereas
he thought he knew something, in fact he does not.40
The emphasis on elenchus in the law school classroom seems
misguided and is well documented in the legal academy; a
recent comprehensive literature review, for example, found
over one thousand academic articles critiquing legal
education.41
Far from needing a reminder of their
ignorance, most students need encouragement and support.
Furthermore, law schools give little space for the other
prongs of the Socratic approach to education, largely
omitting aporia (unsolveable and potentially liberating
puzzles) and psychagogia (literally, ‘leading the soul,’ focusing
on how one constructs new understandings.)
True Socratic teaching requires a level of facilitation and
brilliance on the part of each professor, not to mention a
small classroom of students mature enough to engage in a
dynamic back and forth. Some commentators such as
Morrison Torrey see the problem as a perversion of a
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!

viable method: “Although not integral to the process, legal
education has incorporated elements of hostility,
competitiveness, and humiliation into what is, essentially, an
abuse of the method.42 Similarly, Professor Rhode argues,
In the hands of an adept professor, [Socratic formats] cultivate
useful professional skills, such as careful preparation, reasoned
analysis, and fluent oral presentations. But large-class Socratic
formats have inherent limits. They discourage participation from
too many students, particularly women and minorities, and they
fail to supply enough opportunities for the individual feedback and
interaction that are crucial to effective education.43
Kevin H. Smith offers a pithy instruction to fellow law
professors: “In order to minimize learning and maximize
anxiety and terror, you should be sure, of course,
t h at yo u o f f e r t h e s t u d e n t s
absolutely no insight into such
matters as how to dissect cases,
the parts of a case, the purpose(s)
of each part of the case, or why
courts include each type of
information in the case.”44 One
student is even more candid in
his critique:
The key to the Socratic method is
that the professor never reveals
what the answer is. He keeps
insisting that THERE IS NO
ANSWER. Consistent with this
view, he spends the whole class
period asking questions that
no one even begins to
understand. To get the
answers, you have to buy commercial outlines, which cost $16.95
apiece and are published by the same people who publish Cliffs
Notes and Key Comics. The commercial outlines are written by
the professors and provide them with a handsome income on the
side. To insure that you will buy them, the professors tell you
that, whatever you do, DO NOT buy any commercial outlines,
because they will make it TOO EASY for you, and you will not
develop the analytical skills and hard work ethic that law school
is supposed to teach.45
In a fascinating reenvisioning of legal education,
Christopher Matthews puts it this way: “The widespread
use of commercial outlines by students today reveals that
supposedly esoteric lawyerly thinking can be reduced to
formula. Something is wrong with the pedagogy when the
secrets of the kingdom, allegedly guarded by the wizards,
turn out to be available on the corner.”46
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It turns out that my initial reaction to the Socratic method
was quite normal; many commentators have found that it
tends to “incite sundry emotions in the law student everything from feverish exhilaration through mortal dread
to terminal boredom.”47 It didn’t used to be like this.
Before the first law school opened its doors (and certainly
before the first LSAT exam), people who were interested in
studying law found someone who knew more than they did
and initiated an apprenticeship.48 Some scholars trace the
apprenticeship model in British legal education as far back
as 1292.49 In 1870, though, things began to change in the
United States. Around that time, Harvard Law School
Dean Christopher Colombus Langdell initiated two
bedrocks of contemporary legal education:
the case
50
method and the Socratic Method.
Under the Landellian case method, students are asked to
read cases (lots and lots of cases) and—hopefully by the
time the exam rolls around—be able to identify rules,
holdings and trends that emerge from the cases.
Theoretically, Langdell saw law as “a science of principles
learned by induction through reading cases and
systematically arranging their holdings into a coherent
body of limited, general principles.”51 Not all scholars
share Langdell’s characterization of law as a science of
principles, yet his model continues to dominate classrooms
across the United States. When the case method gets
paired with the Socratic method, the classroom tends to
look like “education by interrogation.”52 In his article in
the National Lawyers Guild’s Disorientation Handbook,
Michael Friedman writes, “The casebook method forces
students to waste precious time and energy deciphering
murky appellate opinions, inhibiting the development of
the critical perspective necessary to discern the political
implications of the doctrine.”53
One can think of the modern law classroom as Socratic, or
partially Socratic, or a perversion of true Socratism, but at
the end of the day, it is best described as yet another
manifestation of what Freire termed the “banking
approach” to education. As though she were entering a
bank, a student steps into the classroom, opens her hand,
and futilely catches several droppings of knowledge from
her teacher. "She closes her hand and her mind, losing even
more content, and is rewarded for spitting back the same
information her teacher just imparted." She is an empty
bank account, and her teacher must fill her with ‘deposits.’
Cha-ching." She exits ‘the bank’ – our law schools – where
learning is as dry and transactional as a bank deposit. "She
has been dehumanized and undervalued." She has not
received instruction that relates to her life or experiences,
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but she has learned the most important lessons of her life."
She has learned subservience, acquiescence, and servility to
the pathetic wisdom of a status-quo ‘expert.’" She has
learned to be content with her oppression.
Freire argued that we must strive to unify theory and
practice, laying out a praxis for transformative action that
begins with an experience, deepens through a process of
critical reflection, and eventually produces a transformation
(first personal, later societal)." I wasn’t naïve enough to
expect a Freirian, liberation-oriented law school education.
I did expect law professors to be accountable to the same
research influencing educators around the world that
indicates students learn best when education is
participatory and multisensory.
Instead I found a
c l a s s ro o m t h a t i m p o s t e r e d a s p h i l o s o p h i c a l l y
multidisciplinary, yet measured success on students’ abilities
to regurgitate rules that are unrealistically isolated for
testing convenience.
Clayton Perry had a similar experience:
I got pretty low grades my first year but I did better later once I
caught on. . . The way law classes are conducted make them a lot
more like math or physics classes than like English or any of the
progressive, touchy-feely, everyone’s entitled to their own opinion
courses I took and enjoyed as an undergraduate. The stuff really
being taught and tested on is what the law is and it’s
demonstrative like math or something is demonstrative. The
answers can pretty much be looked up and proven.54
Perhaps herein lies the dagger in the wound that is Socratic
legal education. Socrates utilized a circular, unanswerable
dialogue with his students because the topics he concerned
himself with were in fact circular and unanswerable. By
contrast, law school largely tests things that are linear and
answerable. Save for a few specialized third-year courses,
law school does not explore abstract tensions between
anarchy and government control or the intersections of law
with popular understandings of right and wrong. Torts, for
example, could be an exploration of ideas about
community accountability and the appropriate role of the
state in rectifying unintentionally-perpetrated injuries.
Instead, success on a torts exam necessitates memorizing a
series of elements for potential causes of action. As
Clayton Perry aptly noted, the analytical skills that are
rewarded better parallel a high school biology test than a
meandering dialogue between Socrates and Plato about the
nature of democracy.
The bottom line is that the pedagogical commitment to
Socratic teaching in law school classrooms has much more
to do with cementing in place an oppressive hierarchy than
10
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transferring crucial legal skills. Scholar Jennifer Jaff, for
example, has argued that the Socratic Method is resilient
precisely because it “helps to maintain the mystification of
the legal process” and perpetuates “the patriarchal
hierarchy of the classroom.”55
If you’re committed to dismantling oppression, the Socratic
method can hit particularly hard. In a study of changes to
law school pedagogies following student activism in the
1960s and 1970s, Alan Stone found that activist students
clashed with the way the Socratic Method “challeng[ed]the
value systems and moral assumptions with which students
approach the law.” Instead of an “intellectual exercise,”
many activist students experienced the Socratic Method as
an “ideological assault.”56 Of course, some students—
including activist students—like the method, and you might
too. Hopefully now you’ll have a better idea of what is
going on behind the scenes. Even if you enjoy, or thrive, in
a Socratic classroom, it is crucial to remember how
destabilizing the method can be for other students.

Gender, Age, Race, and Sexual Orientation
Law school is a country club; debt becomes social currency.
For three years, you pay your membership to the club. The
club has a dress code, and prefers high society diction. The
club didn’t let in women until 1920 and blacks until the
1940s.57 Queers still use the back doors. After hours the
codes relax. The bar tabs are limitless, the prescription
drugs plentiful. Your tuition secures your investment in
elite society, and the bargain is secure. If you play it right,
you can make six figures straight out of school.
Most of us will have trouble playing it right, and that too is
the way it is supposed to be. In a comprehensive survey of
American law students, Timothy Clysdale found that:
The typical (i.e., modal) first-year law student is a white male in
his early twenties, who speaks English as his first language,
attends law school full time, expresses high self-confidence,
possesses no physical or learning disabilities, is neither married
nor has children, plans 0-9 weekly hours of paid employment
during the first year, and comes from an above-average
socioeconomic background.58
The hard numbers have improved over the years: women
now make up 44% of law school students, sixteen percent
of us are are nonwhite and seventeen percent are over
thirty.59 Yet it is no secret that law school poses particular
challenges to women, people of color, folks without class
privilege, and queer and transgender individuals.60
At the turn of the century, W. E. B. Du Bois wrote about
the “double consciousness” blacks develop to survive in
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America.61 Many students who deviate from the dominant
law student profile similarly develop a ‘double
consciousness’ that becomes crucial to survival in and
outside the academy.
Critical Race Theory scholar
Richard Delgado has extensively explored racism in law
school admissions and classrooms, finding that
“Anglocentric courses and Socratic teaching . . . reinforce(s)
quick responses and a lot of bluffing . . . [a]nd more of the
same on the bar exam.”62
There is a significant body of literature documenting how
dominant classroom pedagogies, particularly the Socratic
method, are particularly oppressive for women and people
of color. One of the best critiques was articulated by Lani
Guinier in her 1994 article and subsequent book profiling
women’s experiences at Penn Law School. She begins with
an anecdote from her Professional Responsibility professor
at Penn Law School, who told her class that “while it was
important to understand and follow the various rules and
codes dedicated to preserving the ethics and morality of the
legal profession, the bottom line was that all we really
needed to do to be honorable lawyers was ‘behave like
gentlemen.’”63 She writes, “I don't know if he consciously
excluded me and others of my gender from his articulated
and doubtlessly internalized view of model upright
attorney conduct. I only knew that I was not and was
never going to be a gentleman, so I would have to figure
out what constituted good and ethical lawyering for myself.64
In her research, Guinier found that “when speaking feels
like a ‘performance,’ [many women] respond with silence
rather than participation, especially when the Socratic
11
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method is employed to intimidate or to establish a
hierarchy within large classes. This pressure to speak is
especially problematic for students who perceive that they
are expected to perform as spokespersons for the racial or
gender group.”65
Importantly, some professors have noted that quiet and
reserved students in Socratic classrooms “seemed to
blossom when taught in a less intimidating manner.”66 The
quest for gender equity in the classroom begs for alternate,
collaborative and interdisciplinary pedagogies. There just
doesn’t seem to be enough space in most traditional
classrooms for women’s voices; for example, one study of
eight Contracts classes found that male students spoke fiftyfour percent more frequently than women, and spoke for
longer periods of time as much as seventy-one percent
more.67
Speaking out in class can also be challenging for wellpoliticized students. Many students are reluctant to speak
for fear of being branded as the class feminist, class lefty, or
class environmentalist. Tim Phillips explains:
It is difficult to know when to open your mouth in a law school
classroom. Obviously, you're going to have to talk when your
professor calls on you. But otherwise, I chose to keep my mouth
shut almost all the time - unless someone was mislabeling a
policy as "arbitrary" rather than "racist," for example - because
I did not want the rest of the students to pigeonhole me as the
class radical and thereby justify not listening to me. In addition,
I didn't attend law school to hear others' opinions on political
issues, so I tried to keep my own opinions to myself during class.68

“professionalism” instead of an imposition of dominant
culture. One Northeastern student interviewee said:
There is a pressure to put a title after your name when you
graduate, pressure to dress nicer and to command respect when
you are speaking. Then once you’ve graduated whether it’s the
bar association or just other attorneys, pressure comes to follow
rules that can pose as ethics. Working with attorneys at legal
services organizations, I have seen how these rules and boards
also try control people who ask for social change.72
Another student agrees:
I worked at a class action nonprofit where an attorney once
jokingly told me to tuck in my collared shirt. Only later did I
realize that he might have been half-serious, and that it might
have hurt my chances at landing a permanent job in the office to
have dressed as casually as I did.73
The social geography of a law school, including the
physicality of the buildings and common spaces, the
lighting, architecture and limited access to outdoor spaces,
also shapes students’ experiences. “Many law schools today
are draped in painted portraits of imposing white male
figures in serious suits who are former students and
professors.”74 Reflecting on the decision of the University
of Virginia to hang portraits of the (majority white male)
Deans, one female student said, “I respect their decision to
put up the portraits, but where are the representatives of
minorities and women? In light of that absence, it's
offensive to me.”75

Professors often marginalize dissenting voices in the
classroom, as one University of Texas student explains:
We were discussing the Baby M. case.69 The argument was
made that the man and the woman in this case were equal
biological contributors to the fetus. I raised my hand and pointed
out that this was not true; that the gestator also makes a separate
biological contribution; thus, the biological contribution of the
gestator and the egg donor combined (in this case they were the
same person) was greater than that of the sperm donor. . . . The
whole class of one hundred gasped, and all turned to look at
me. . . . The professor pointed out that the law regarded both
parents' [rights as equal] and asked if I remembered that from
the readings.70
In one study at U.C. Davis, a student expressed concern at
the lack of “understanding of where I'm from, the culture I
come from. . . . There is a startling ignorance.”71 Yet
identity pressures at law school are difficult to deconstruct
because they tend to be subtle and are often coded as
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Law school is likely to accentuate the way you are
‘different’ if you in any way deviate from the profile of the
typical student. One woman at the University of William
and Mary said:
I have had a few experiences of latent racism here, because this
place and time is not isolated from the world. There are ignorant
people everywhere, so this place is no different. People often ask
me about my hair, I have locs, and I choose not to be the
Ambassador for Natural Hair, but when I feel the person is
coming from a genuine place, I explain my decision to go natural
and reactions I get from employers—which have not to date been
negative.76
Diane Oraif at the Birmingham School of Law
encountered similar issues with her headscarf:
I would occasionally wear traditional clothing particular to my
religion, and it unavoidably drew attention to that fact that I am
Muslim. A classmate who had fought in Iraq with the National
Guard accused me of 9-11 while we rode down on the elevator
together. He also said I looked like Moses because of my striped
headscarf. Other students pulled on my scarf. Overall, these
were isolated incidents coming from a student body who had not
experienced diversity. I was the first Muslim most of them had
ever met, and they didn't know how to react, so I became patient
and took on a teaching spirit with them.77
As another student explains, merely immersing one’s self in
a law school environment can profoundly change one’s
sense of a normalcy in everyday conversation:

Take, for example, the experience of one female law
student during her summer job in New York City:
Everyone in this city [New York] thinks it's this progressive,
cosmopolitan, beacon of the free world, thought of by many as
the U.S. center of human rights work and nonprofits trying to
change the world. It was at one of these ‘dream’ places that one
of our students was told by a superior, “for being so skinny, you
sure do have big tits." She cried that night, but had to get up the
next day and go to work. Loans and fear of ruining your future
will make you put up with things you told yourself you never
would.79
Though it is trying, many students do successfully balance
home life, partners and children while pursuing legal
studies. Some students in relationships and with children
find that they are more disciplined with their schedules
than other students and less stressed about grades and
academic performance.
My six year-old son and my thirteen year-old daughter both said
multiple times that they ‘hate’ law school because I was unable to
participate in their lives the way I did before school started.! The
ten month long 1L experience was long for me at times, but for
them it was an eternity.! Also, having children certainly does put
things in perspective.! Because of my responsibilities as a parent,
I think that I took the first year less seriously than I would have
otherwise.80

There is maybe one slightly butch woman in my class. Everyone
most always dresses up slightly nicely, and when I put on a
bandana, tanktop, male pants, and boots, I feel all that more
aware of my surroundings, and of people's glances. This may
be just going from a large state school with a lot of variety within
the student body to a small private institution, but I just feel like
doing something like that is a bigger deal here then before.
Within the 1L class, there are about three to four other queer
members, and they make up a really tight group, so I can either
resort to the undergrads or to other grad students, and usually I
just don't have time to go and seek them out. When my lesbian
friend from undergrad came to visit me this past weekend, I told
her that I hang out with mostly straight people now, and she just
seemed shocked. I used to talk about gender issues pretty much
all the time, but after a few weeks of hanging out with a group of
(straight) fellow law students, one of them asked me, why does
every conversation with you end with something gay or something
about sex? It was bizarre.78
Law schools are, of course, not immune to sexual
harassment and violence. However, the pressure to succeed
in school and internships can present unique tensions.
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Spirituality Poverty in the Law School Experience: Making the Connection
between Faith and Justice
By Alison McCrary
As a law student who tries to integrate my faith into my
professional training, I often wonder why morals and values
are seldom discussed in the legal academy. It is rare to hear
faith discussed by law professors, at university events, or in
classrooms—including during “professional ethics” courses.
If you are a person of faith or hope to keep a spiritual
practice during law school, it might be helpful to ask
yourself:
• How public or private or combination or both is my
spirituality in the practice of law?
• What elements of my spirituality appear inconsistent
with the common perception of law practice as an
adversarial endeavor?
• How can I reconcile potential conflicts without
undermining professional competency?
• How likely is it that I will find a modern legal
workplace that accommodates the spiritual life of
employees and/or clients?
• How does spirituality differ from or conflict with the
rule-based “ethics” that govern professional conduct,
and how important are these differences or conflicts
to me?
• In what way might spiritual perspectives lead me to a
deeper sense of the “big picture” issues involved in
the quest for justice, and what challenges might this
raise?
If you have a faith practice, it’s best to early on in your
legal education to define what role you want your
spirituality and religion to play in your life as a lawyer. You
may find it helpful to write down your answer, even if it’s
something as simple as being reflective, mindful, or in
solidarity with the oppressed as you practice law.
Some opine that one root of spirituality’s unpopularity in
the legal academy is the desire to approach legal analysis
from a purely objective, analytical perspective. Such a
perspective, while intellectually rigorous and satisfying as a
logical pursuit, creates a vacuum when it comes to matters
of real meaning and value. According to Professor Sanford
Levinson, professionalism requires “the ‘bleaching out’ of
merely contingent aspects of the self, including the residue

of particularistic socialization that we refer to as our
‘conscience.’”1
So, if “professionalism” pushes us further from our
spiritual-rooted commitment to justice, how can we as
students maintain grounded in our faith traditions? While
law schools seldom draw explicit connections between faith
and classroom curriculum, Father Hans Peter Kolvenbach,
the Superior General of the Jesuits, stated that “[s]olidarity
is learned through ‘contact’ rather than through
‘concepts.’”2 It is possible to find that “contact” during law
school! For example, you can:
• Join your law school clinic and participate in outreach
programs
• Participate in service initiatives and local organizing
campaigns
• Join a mosque, temple, church, synagogue, or other
religious center to share your practice in community
with others
• Sit in on undergraduate philosophy or religion classes
• Seek out conversations with law school professors or
fellow students who are rooted in spiritual traditions
• Organize a panel discussion on “holistic
lawyering” (just as doctors are taught that the spiritual
life of a patient is an important factor in effective
diagnosis and treatment, so too should lawyers reflect
on how clients may need space to express their
spirituality during the course of legal campaigns or
litigation!)
• Take advantage of spiritual retreats (this can be a
great gift to yourself after exams)
At the end of the day, many of us find that it was just such
“contact” that brought us to law school in the first place.
As you might guess, the charted course is neither easy nor
smooth. Regardless of your religion, devotional practice,
meditation, or spirituality beliefs, I encourage you to
animate your vocation with a lively spirit and join those of
us struggling to enrich the spirit of a profession too often
accused of being “poor” in spirit.

Sanford Levinson, Identifying the Jewish Lawyer: Reflections on the Construction of Professional Identity, 14 Cardozo L. Rev. 1577, 1578 (1993).
Peter Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., The Service of Faith and the Promotion of Justice in American Jesuit Higher Education, Keynote Address at the Santa Clara
University Bannan Center for Jesuit Education Justice Conference (Oct. 6, 2000), at http://www.scu.edu/news/attachments/kolvenbach_speech.html. See
generally After Justice, Conversations of Jesuit Higher Education n.19 (Spring 2001) (essays reflecting on Fr. Kolvenbach’s October 2000 address).
1
2
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Paying the Bills While Feeding Your Soul—How to Finance a Legal
Education
By Kate Kelly
The thought may have crossed your mind in contemplating
a legal career, “How is 100K of debt going to help me
pursue social justice?” Indeed, law school can be an
extremely expensive educational pursuit. Likely the most
frequent reason for folks like us not completing law school
and launching a career in “public interest law” is the
crushing amount of debt we incur. A great resource on
student debt is the Equal Justice Works (EJW) website:
www.EqualJusticeWorks.org.
EJW has information on
LRAPs, grants and scholarships, the College Cost
Reduction and Access Act and much more.
A few questions to ask yourself when considering WHERE
to go to school:
• How expensive is the school?
• What is the cost of living in the area?
• Does the school have a loan repayment program?
• Does the school have special scholarships for public
interest students?
• Does the school offer special grants or financial aid for
people with your background?
• Does the school offer a part-time program so you can
work and avoid living expense loans?

Cost

bargain to take a year off to establish residency in the state
you want to study in.

Part-time Programs

First and foremost, how expensive is your school? A degree
from a top-tier school will probably never hurt you, but the
price tag can be high. It is possible to get a great (and often
cheaper) legal education at a second or third-tier law
school. Consider the type of law you are interested in,
because a first year public interest salary often does not
come close to the “average starting salary range” advertised
by some schools. Don’t just look at rankings. Consider the
school’s commitment to social justice.
Ask a lot of
questions, because while most schools claim they love
public interest law, the commitment can be pretty
superficial.

Many law schools offer part-time programs for working
people. Classes for these programs are primarily held at
night Monday-Thursday. While there are unique
challenges for part-time students, like serious time
shortages, it can offer a way to keep your debt to a
minimum. If you are able to work during school, you may
avoid taking out living expense loans which are significant.
Additionally, some employers offer tuition reimbursement
programs to employees. This option may be particularly
attractive to students with families, since living expense
loans rarely cover the actual cost of living, especially in
expensive areas.

Also consider how expensive it will be to live in the area
where you are applying. Keep in mind that the primary
place you will be exploring during law school will be the
library, not the city you live in. That said, if you are
committed to living somewhere new, it may be a good

LRAPs
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LRAP = Loan Repayment Assistance Programs. Many
schools offer LRAP programs that relieve student debt for
students who pursue low-paying public interest jobs after
graduation. Admissions counselors often mention LRAPs
to lure you into thinking that it is a catch-all safety net for
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those wanting to go into public interest law, but few schools
offer fully comprehensive LRAPs. Do a little homework
about each school’s plan. Questions to ask about LRAPs:
• What is the income cap?
• Is there a minimum debt requirement?
• What is the yearly maximum/lifetime cap for funds
disbursed?
• Who raises the funds for the LRAP?
• How many students qualify each year?
• What kinds of employment qualify under the
program?

CCRA
One of the things that gives the most hope to aspiring legal
radicals is the recently passed College Cost Reduction and
Access Act (CCRA). CCRA provides loan repayment
assistance and forgiveness for anyone working in the public
service (all non-profit jobs qualify as well as government
jobs such as public schools, universities, and government
agencies). After law school it allows you to make smaller,
income-based payments on your loans. Complete loan
forgiveness of your remaining debt is available after 10years of public service employment. Only Federal Direct
Loans are eligible for Public Service Loan Forgiveness.
A significant plus of this program is that you can work in
many types of employment (legal and non-legal!) and stay
eligible. The EJW website provides a lot of information
about this, including calculators and webinars.

Public Interest And Other School
Scholarships
Though less generous than graduate programs, law schools
do disperse merit and need based financial aid. Additional
aid is often available to upperclass students (2Ls and 3Ls)
who perform well their first year.
Some law schools offer special grants or scholarships to
those committed to public interest law. These coveted pools
of money can cover up to full tuition. Check the EJW cite
for a comparison of different schools. Remember that
applications for public interest scholarships may be due
before the normal application deadline and will likely
require additional essays.
NIKKI DEMETRIA THANOS!
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Schooling It Instead of Letting It School You:

A Few Ideas to Keep It Real In Law School
In 1983, Duncan Kennedy published a manifesto of
sorts for radical law students, urging resistance against
the “ideological training for willing service in the
hierarchies of the corporate welfare state.”81
What form, though, does resistance take in
law school? What form should it take?
Northeastern law school takes a stab at
answering some of those questions in a
beautiful guide published annually for its
public interest students:
Don’t overlook perhaps the most essential factor to
surviving law school: retaining your perspective and
remaining yourself. You don’t need to look too far to
realize that this is no ivory tower. Your past has not
vanished; you did not leave the world behind when you
came here. Most of us decided to go to law school
knowing full well that it would be time-consuming,
stressful, and financially burdensome. What we did
not know, and could not have predicted, was how
much of a sacrifice it would require from almost all
other areas of our lives. While lots of juggling is
required in the attempt, we have discovered how important
it is to stay in touch with your pre-law school identity.
Don’t forsake that past; it’s what propelled you here.
Maintain those friendships outside of law school.
Don’t neglect family and romantic relationships.
Continue political work, community activities, sports,
or artistic endeavors. And whatever you do, don’t
wait a month to take a day off from studying.
Law school is like a marathon, so remember to
pace yourself so you don’t burn out too soon. If
you ever feel like you are totally overwhelmed,
remember you are not alone! You can be sure that
there are others feeling the same way, even if it seems
like everyone else seems to have it all together. It would be
unnatural for you not to feel like you just want to give
up at some point. Keep this in mind and you will feel
a lot better when times are tough. Also, remember
that you came to law school a competent
adult who can write, think, and understand
things already. Don’t forget that. Law school
is designed to augment your already numerous
talents; don’t fall into the trap of thinking you can’t do
anything right.82
Here, I propose four baseline commitments for
new students committed to social justice: 1)
building a social justice community at your law school,
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2) exposing yourself to critical approaches to legal
studies, 3) finding peace with grades and the degree to
which you engage in the legal establishment, and 4)
accelerating, not pulling away from, your
participation in community organizing.

1. Build A Social Justice
Community at Your School
Unless you’re very lucky, your legal life
probably won’t get kicked off with a welcoming
ritual from those who have gone before you. Instead,
you will need to find a ‘social movement home’ on your
own—an endeavor that often becomes a reverse rite of
passage. Many of us intuitively understand that law
school is a permanent upstream swim, even at the
pre-law school discernment stage. Still, if you’ve come
from circles that better understand the crucial role that
mentoring plays in strengthening social movements, it can
be disappointing to not feel a concerted welcome. When
I started school, my new tribe seemed ‘too busy doing
really important work’ to reach out to me, but if you
study in places with active National Lawyers Guild
chapters like New York City, Boston, San Francisco or
Portland, you might have the opportunity to join
social justice legal networks early in your studies.
Many schools use the Guild’s “Disorientation”
materials to welcome in new students. Also, the
Next Generation Committee of the Guild has
been working to strengthen national mentoring
programs.83
Every school has at least one social
justice-oriented faculty member, so be
sure to seek them out. Most schools already
have student groups who can provide support for
you, including chapters of the National Lawyers
Guild, your Public Interest Law Group, the
American Constitution Society, Amnesty
International, or your undergraduate
social justice group. Weekly or bi-weekly
lunch meetings for students interested in
social justice work can help secure a baseline
community space, and some constancy in
community is useful when exam season heats up.
Radical placemaking at law school can be a crucial
way to supplement your coursework and make
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school feel like a place you belong. I remember a talk my
1L year by Brenna Bell, a Portland-based environmental
attorney, who spoke about the Green Scare. Brenna spoke
in the same room as my Civil Procedure class, yet quite
unlike my professor, ceremoniously took off her shoes in
mid-presentation as she shared her insights about how her
work as a naturalist overlaps with her work as a lawyer and
organizer. The room was mesmerized. Neither stuffy
attorney nor mumbling environmentalist, Brenna defied
categorization. We could sense that she had figured out a
way to be herself in a lawyer hat, and that helped us have
faith we would find a way too. No, there was no sage, but I
felt like she cleansed my Civ-Pro room. Afterwards it felt
like a room I belonged in.

2. Expose Yourself to Critical Approaches to
Legal Studies
Much of this handbook has critiqued the dominant
teaching methodologies in modern law schools, but there
are parts of the education that we all enjoy. Hang on tight
to the parts that intrigue or inspire you, and look for ways
to bring in materials and voices your syllabi leave out. It
can be paralyzing to come across a judicial opinion that
seems racist, classist or misogynistic without being exposed
to an appropriate framework to launch your critique.
Kathryn M. Stanchi lays out a familiar problem for people
new to legal studies:
I knew I did not like the [Model Penal] Code's approach [to the
law of rape], but as a first year law student I had no way to
articulate that discontent in legal discourse without knowing what
feminist theorists like Susan Estrich had said about it.84
There is probably a Critical Legal Studies85 scholar on your
faculty, and you can always search the legal journals for
critical spins on the material you’re covering. Yes, it can be
daunting to look for even more materials to read, but the
exposure to crucial perspectives can help you engage and
really understand your regular coursework. The material
in the field of Critical Legal Studies (including Feminist
Legal Theory, Critical Race Studies and Lat Crit) is
unquestionably provocative; while serving as Dean at Duke
Law School, Paul Carrington once called Critical Legal
scholars “nihilists” and demanded they resign if they didn't
respect the law.86

3. Make Peace with Your Relationship to Your
Grades and the Degree to Which You Engage
with the Legal Establishment
Even among radical lawyers, there is often a daunting
double narrative. I interviewed a radical attorney once
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who emphasized that she had never been hired based on
her law school grades, yet made sure to sneak in the fact
that she graduated fourth in her class. So do grades matter
or don’t they? More importantly, how do you subvert the
way grades breed fear and competition, dividing students
into a hierarchy that continues after graduation? Steve
Nickles explains:
Examinations typically mean grades, and grades mean
everything . . . Grades will buy a
spot on the dean's list,
membership in honor fraternities,
enrollment in specialized classes
and programs, and a place on the
law journal staff. Upon
graduation these prizes can be
exchanged for associations with the
better law firms, clerkships with
prestigious courts, or acceptance by
the elite graduate schools. The
snowball continues to roll, and
these initial professional ties
become cherished springboards
to others that are still bigger
and better.87
Most radical lawyers will tell
you grades don’t matter all that
much—experience does.
So
start doing the work you want
to do upon graduation your first
year in law school. Applaud
yourself when your focus strays
from your study of English
common law just long enough to sit
and hear the full story of an
immigrant who is facing
deportation.
Yet just when you are breathing easy and feeling like grades
don’t matter, don’t be surprised if you hear an anecdote
about a person who was not hired for your dream job
because she didn’t go to the right school or didn’t get good
enough grades. At the end of the day, you have to figure
out for yourself how much energy you want to put into law
school and find a way to be content with your grades. Most
of us want to grow not just as lawyers, but as integral
human beings—those ‘other skills,’ while not on your
examinations, are crucially important for your future work:
At the risk of sounding fruffy-goofy, I think it’s important to try
to grow and develop emotionally and spiritually. During law
school, you will meet some students who might have a really
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brilliant ability to legally analyze a problem but aren’t really in a
place of emotional health such that they can listen to a client and
not try to act out to satisfy their own emotional needs either in or
out of class.88
Some students treat law school as a job and place limits (say
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. during normal times and a little more
during exam season) on study time. In this camp are
students who accept that they might be able to get better
grades if they put in more work, but they would rather
have time for other things they care about. Other students
find peace working as hard as they can as much as they
can. “I study all the time and don’t really do anything else
—that way I know I deserved the grade I got and there was
nothing else I could have done,” said one student from the
University of Michigan.89
If you happen to perform well, or want to perform well, be
intentional about the way you talk about grades with other
students and the way your speech can perpetuate the
broader, and often oppressive, structure of grading.
Excelling at the master’s game is useful only to the extent
that you kung fu back the energy; be careful about grade
bragging/fretting that creates a “big me-little you”
dynamic.90
Also, it helps to remember that we don’t all start off on the
same foot—there are race, gender and class-based grade
disparities that factor into how we perform.91 These
disparities start with the LSAT (the average LSAT score for
black students was 142.6 in 2000, while the average white
student scored 153.6) and influence admissions as well as
scholarship funding.92
Thousands of law students each year find a way to live
well-rounded lives and avoid being defined by their grades,
and you can too. In the
words of one Northeastern
student:
I have to admit that I'm not a hard
driving, top of the class
evaluations track; I'm
happy to be passing
and making a
good impression in
class offering
comments and
observations on cases.
Having a family really
takes balance and keeping
it all in perspective, even
when you feel like it was big
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mistake just remember that the goal is to become a lawyer, not to
become the most ‘whatever’ lawyer.”93
Another student at Loyola University in New Orleans
found balance by focusing on her commitment to justice
work instead of feeling disappointed by her grades:
I have been diagnosed as a very slow reader and yes, it affects my
performance on exams, but I refuse to let it affect how I feel about
myself and how passionate I am about advocating for justice.94
Many years ago, a man from a humble family dreamed of
studying sociology and took the Graduate Record Exam.
He flunked it.95 That man was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
You, too, can do great things, however your grades turn
out. Yes, law school grading is a humiliating, demoralizing,
and underinclusive system to evaluate adult learning, but it
will only be as much a part of your identity as you let it.
Don’t forget why you came to law school and the millions
of wonderful things about you that will serve you as a
lawyer but not get you a single point on an exam.

4. Accelerate Your Participation in
Community Organizing
Few professions draw as diverse practitioners as Reginald
Hugh Hickling, Kenneth Starr, John Woo, Shirin Ebadi
and Mahatma Ghandi. Who are your legal heroes? What
lessons of their life work are relevant for you? As time
consuming as law school can be, there is simply no
replacement for, as one student put it, a “working man's/
woman's PhD.” She continues:
There is no substitute for real life experience. You can't buy it for
a million dollars. Get in the trenches, and it will change your
outlook on professors, the rat race, law school, earning a living,
and everything in life. . . The best advice I can give to new law
students is to be involved in your community.96
Typical law school activism occurs in three arenas: 1)
campaigns and initiatives to change fundamental structures
at the law school (including efforts to push for more diverse
faculty, change grading systems, and secure funding for
public interest scholarships, summer internships, and loan
repayment programs); 2) education and awareness-raising
activities at school (bringing in speakers, hosting panels,
showing films and running campus campaigns); and 3)
funneling law school resources into the community
(including legal observation collectives, clinic work, and
long-term volunteer programs). If you’re new in town, find
people who are doing work that interests you and wiggle
your way into their universe. Also, the National Lawyers
Guild can provide you with extensive resources to push
forward organizing initiatives.
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Resources
Before Making Your School & Funding
Choices
• Equal Justice Works Debt Relief Information: http://
equaljusticeworks.org/resources/student-debt-relief/
default
• America's Whitest Law Schools: http://
academic.udayton.edu/TheWhitestLawSchools/

Before You Enter Law School
• The National Lawyers Guild’s Law Students
Disorientation Handbook: http://nlg.org/resources/
DisHandbook2008.pdf
• Bill Quigley's Letter to a Law Student Interested in
Social Justice: http://law.loyno.edu/~quigley/
Articles/LetterToLawStudent.pdf
• The Truth, The Whole Truth and Nothing But the
Truth: An Insider’s Guide to Northeastern University
School of Law (a publication of the Northeastern
Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild)
• Analysis by "Critical Legal Studies" practitioners such
as Robin Barnes, Derrick Bell, Leslie Bender, Naomi
Cahn, Stephen Carter, Kimberle Crenshaw, Richard
Delgado, Diana Fuss, Peter Gabel, Angela Harris,
Alex Johnson, Emma Jordan, Kenneth Kalst, Duncan
Kennedy, Catherine MacKinnon, Mari Matsuda,
Martha Minow, Deborah Rhode, Elizabeth Spelman,
Shelby Steele, Mark Tushnet, Patricia Williams,
Heather Ruth Wishik and Iris Marion Young. You
could start with Duncan Kennedy’s Legal Education and
the Reproduction of Hierarchy: A Polemic Against the System
and First Year Law Teaching as Political Action: http://
duncankennedy.net/bibliography/alpha.html. You
can find most of these authors on the crit, a critical
studies journal: http://thecritui.com.

• Shaking the Foundations, an annual conference
designed to encourage students to use their legal
skills in the struggle for social justice: http://
shaking.stanford.edu/
• Yale’s Rebellious Lawyering Conference, an
annual, student-run conference: http://
islandia.law.yale.edu/reblaw/
• Equal Justice Works Conference: http://
www.equaljusticeworks.org/events/ccf/general
• Speeches and Panels
• Van Jones, of Green For All: http://
ylsqtss.law.yale.edu:8080/qtmedia/reblaw/
RebLawJones_s.mov
• Stephen Bright, of the Southern Center for
Human Rights: http://ylsqtss.law.yale.edu:8080/
qtmedia/reblaw/RebLawBright_s.mov
• The African Public Interest Lawyer: Rebellious
Lawyering on the Continent panel (audio only)
http://ylsqtss.law.yale.edu:8080/qtmedia/reblaw/
RebLawAfricanPI_s.mov
• Rejecting 'Tough on Crime”: Fixing a Broken
Criminal Justice System panel (audio only):
http://ylsqtss.law.yale.edu:8080/qtmedia/reblaw/
RebLawCrime_s.mov

When You Get to School
• Email Listserves:
• NLG Student & Regional Lists: http://nlg.org/
membership/listservs.php
• Equal Justice Works: https://app.e2ma.net/app/
view:Join/signupId:16400/mailingId:1931145
• Campus Clubs
• Conferences:
• The NLG’s annual convention (usually in
September): http://nlg.org/convention
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A Final Word
For those of us who are already committed to the struggle
for justice, thinking about law school brings up pressing
questions about the wisdom of ‘checking out’ of the
movement to pursue a course of study in the belly of the
beast. There are lots of convincing reasons not to go to law
school, and some equally compelling arguments for why we
need you. I hope this handbook has helped you sift
through some of your curiosities about legal education, and

look forward to seeing you in the struggle, whether you’re
filing briefs with me, or doing something that has little to do
with the law, like teaching high school, playing music or
organizing workers. We need all sorts of people for a
thriving movement—only you can discern whether law
school is the best forum to fertilize your passions. Rock on,
friends, and good luck!

This Handbook is available free of charge and can be downloaded at: http://www.loyno.edu/~quigley/
Handbook_for_Social_Justice_Activists.
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